Bankruptcy is a decision issued by the Court that resulted in a general confiscation of all the wealth owned and the wealth that will be owned by the debtor in the future. The State has the preference right to tax debt on the property of the Taxpayer. This means that the position of the state as a preferent creditor who is declared to have prior rights over the property of the Taxpayer to be auctioned in public. The state's preference by taxpayer repayment is in fact not as easy as one might imagine, there are some problems. The purpose of article writing is to know the position of the State as a preferent creditor for the tax debt of the taxpayer declared bankrupt and know the obstacles of the State as a preferent creditor to the repayment of tax debt on taxpayers declared bankrupt. Provisions on the State's prior rights include the principal taxes, administrative sanctions in the form of interest, penalties, increases, and tax collection fees. The weakness in the regulation creates an impediment to the application of the State as a preferential creditor who has the preference right, namely the formulation of the preference right itself that is unclear about the notion of the state's position as the preferent creditor, in addition to the overlapping regulation of the preference right (preferent creditor) The Civil Code, the Law on General Taxation and Bankruptcy Laws and Postponement of Debt Payment Obligations which not only the State as the Preference rights holder's creditors.
INTRODUCTION
Bankruptcy is a condition in which the debtor is unable to make payments on debts owed by his creditors. The situation is not able to pay normally due to the difficult financial condition (financial distress) of the debtor business that has been declining. 1 While the bankruptcy is a decision issued by the Court that resulted in general confiscation of all the wealth owned and the wealth that will be owned by the debtor in the future. Bankruptcy proceedings and bribery shall be conducted by the curator under the supervision of a supervisory judge, the two officials appointed directly at the time of the bankruptcy verdict are read out. Bankrupt Debtor whose management and or its ordering is done by the Curator under the supervision of the Supervisory Judge. 3 The purpose of bankruptcy is that all creditors get paid according to the balance of the small accounts receivable each in a fair and orderly not scramble. 4 A debtor holding two or more creditors and not paying off at least one debt that has been matured and collectible shall be declared bankrupt by a court decision, either on his own request or at the request of one or more of his creditors (concursus creditorum). the bankruptcy also applies to his wife or married husband on the basis of the unity of property. This provision resulted in the entire property of his wife or husband belonging to the unity of property also exposed to bankruptcy confiscation. But this provision does not apply to the property of the wife or husband and the property which is on a gift or inheritance.
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Debtor's assets are mutual guarantee to creditors and proceeds from sale of debtor's property must be distributed to creditors in accordance with the amount of its receivables, except if among the creditors based on the law must take precedence in its distribution, as regulated in Article 1132 Civil Code. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

State Position As Preferent Creditor on Tax Debt
The position of tax debt is a special privilege, so that the State is domiciled as a preferent creditor having privileges on the property of the Taxpayer shall be auctioned in public. 9 Article 1134 Paragraph (2) of the Civil Code also provides for the privilege of having higher rank than other indebted persons due to the laws and regulations. The State as the Preferent creditor causes the state to have a preference right over the goods of the Taxpayer and has a higher position than the separatist lender or the concurrent creditor in the bankruptcy law.
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The preference right of the State referred to herein shall be in the case of a Taxpayer or a Taxpayer at the same time in addition to having personal debt (civil), also having a debt to the State (fiscal), in which the property of the Taxpayer or the Taxpayer is insufficient to pay off all debts, then the state has the right to precede the tax bill on the repayment of tax debt by taxpayers declared bankrupt. Payments to other creditors are settled after the tax debt has been paid.
Provisions on such preference rights include 11 :
1. Tax principal The preference right to a tax bill exceeds all other prior rights, except to: a.
the cost of a case which is solely attributable to a penalty for auctioning of a moving good and / or immovable property; b. costs incurred to rescue the goods concerned; c. the cost of the case, which is solely attributed to the auction and the settlement of an inheritance.
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In the event that a Taxpayer is declared bankrupt, dissolved or liquidated, the curator, liquidator or person or entity assigned to perform the order is prohibited from distributing the Taxpayer's property in bankruptcy, dissolution or liquidation to shareholders or other creditors before using the property to pay the tax debt . There is an overlaping terms "privileged creditors", which is between the Civil Code, UUKUP and UUK-PKPU. 16 Moreover, the KPKPU Law also uses the terms "right to take precedence" and "pre-existing creditors" which are not translated. The provisions on preferential or special privileges provided for in Article 1134 of the Civil Code, are generalist lex. On the other hand, the Civil
Code still provides an opportunity for other lex specialist provisions, namely tax laws and bankruptcy laws, to further regulate. Based on the lex specialis derogat lex generalis principle, tax laws may override the Civil Code. The problem is, when the tax law states about its "virtue" because it contains the precedence of the state, whereas the law must be related to bankruptcy law, which is also a lex specialis, then which law becomes "more specialist"? If viewed from the philosophical aspect, the tax is the income for the public interest, even the interests of the nation and state, so the tax law will be judged "more specialist".
However, when viewed from the juridical aspect, the two laws are legislative products that have the same degree. The predecessor right to tax debt exceeds all other prior rights, except to: a. the cost of a case which is only caused by a penalty for auctioning a moving good and a fixed item; b. costs incurred to rescue the goods concerned; and or c. the cost of the case, which is only caused by the auction and the settlement of an inheritance. (3a) In the event that a Taxpayer is declared bankrupt, dissolved or liquidated, the curator, liquidator or person or baand assigned to perform the order is prohibited from distributing the Taxpayer's property in bankruptcy, dissolution or liquidation to the shareholders or other creditor before using the property for pay the tax debt of the Taxpayer. The KPKPU Law, which does not clearly define the notion of various creditors, certainly makes it difficult to determine the order of parties entitled to the division of bankrupt property. Moreover the term "preferent creditor" to c. the cost of a case which is solely attributable to the auction and the settlement of an inheritance" 22 Explanation Article 19 Paragraph (6) PPSP Code regulate : "This Paragraph establishes the position of the State as a preferent creditor who is deemed to have a prior right over the goods of the Taxpayer to be sold except for the cost of a case which is solely attributable to a penalty for auctioning of a moving good and a fixed item, the cost incurred to save the intended goods, or the cost of a case which is solely attributable to the auction and the settlement of an inheritance. The proceeds of sale of goods belonging to the Taxpayer in advance to pay the above costs and the rest is used to pay off the tax debt." 23 Explanation Article 19 Paragraph (7) PPSP Code regulate "As a continuation of the determination of the District Court to determine the distribution of proceeds from the sale of confiscated goods with due observance of the preference right to the tax refund, if the said ruling then has a permanent legal force, the District Court shall immediately send its decision to the Auction Office for use as a basis for the distribution of auction proceeds." 24 Y. Sri Pudyatmoko, Pengantar Hukum Pajak, Yogyakarta : Andi Offset, 2008, p.20. describe the state's position. 25 On the contrary, based on the theory of judgment, the judge is subject only to law and justice, no one (including the government) can influence or direct the judgment to be imposed, and there shall be no consequence to the judge's personal in performing his judicial duties and functions. 
RECOMENDATION
There is a need for revamping of regulations related to preferent creditors who have a prior right in bankruptcy. In this regard, it is necessary to consider the equality of formulation and perception of the preference right in the regulations on taxation and bankruptcy, besides that the regulation must provide a clear explanation, as complete as possible, if necessary accompanied by an example. It should be remembered that in law science there are many methods of interpretation of the law, so it is feared to emerge also diverse diverse interpretation results. In the end, the results of such interpretations impair the state's precedent over the payment of the tax debt itself, which is not really applicable when faced with other debts in the bankruptcy procedure.
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